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SFF Pledges
Soar Beyond
Expected Goal
l'holo '" I)~an Rruta

Lisa D' Aunno -.nlit'it<. Jllrdgt''> during
the SFF phout> ·a·thun la-.t Wt•clnt•'>da~
night.
SFF raisl'cl m t•r $1111111 in it'> \lhont•-a-thon and a n•cord <not to mt•ntiou
thermonu•tt·r l hn•akmg $:!U.Xl!l 1 uring Uti~ year's campnign.

Another Woman
To Join Faculty
b~

Antlrt•a l.udahl
aud \It•' \J('( •l'llt'h

The Law School! a:- t \ll'ndt•d an off(;'l'
for a perman<'nl pos1l1un to Hcbecca
Eisenberg. who has atTepted and\\ 1!1 be
joining the La\\ Sd10ol fat•ult) to teach
for the fall tt:>rm upon formal appro\'<tl
by the Board of H t·~t·n ts . Ets(;'nht•rg w1ll
teach Torts in tlw Falltt•t·m and Pat<'nl
Law during lhC' \\ mt<'r l<'rm
Eisenbrrg n•n•h ••d hrt JD from the:>
University of Cahforrua 11 Bcrk(;'i(•y in
1979. where sll(' was Artit'les Editor of
the Law Rc\ it•w li(;'r undergrad d<'grt'e
is in Economit·s . <1\\ardrd Wtlh dtslinction from Stanford tJmvt•rsity in 1975.
where she abo bt•cam(• a member of
Phi Beta Kappa
Pdm· to t•ntt•riug law school. Eisen
berg worked as a rt'S<'archer for an 111
vestment managc:>ment fit·m Upon
graduating from Berh.eley. she clerked
fo r Chief Judge Hob<'rt I'' Peckham.
United States Dtstrrct Court, ~or th<'rn
District of C'ahfornia She rs currently
an :~ssociate m the Litigation department of Petty . Andrews. Tufts and
Jackson in San Francrsco
Thirteen\ i.,itiu~ professors hav<' also
been added to tt•ach ncxt year Dean
Cooper urges student~ not to be hesitant
in signing up for scct10ns taught by
these professors. smce thcy arc selected primarily on the basrs of !<'aching
ability.
Four of th t.' 'i'itur~ will be at U of M
for a full Y<'ar Prof. Wrndy Gordon.
currently lcachmg at GC'or~<'town. will
teach Tot·ts. Unfair Trade Practices.
and a seminar in lh<' llu•orelical jun
cturc of Torts and Property. Prof.
Patricia D. Wite. a lso of GC'or·getown.

•

will teach Tax I. Tax II, and a tax pra<··
lie<• seminar. Prof. .Judith A LacJman
of Wisconsin will teach Torts. Tax I.
and a free speech semmar Prof.
William I i\liller from the L'niverstty of
Houston will teach Property. T&E I.
and a seminar on medle\·al dispute
resolution.
Thn·e \\omen \\ill ht'ad up lht' La\\
School's major publications next ~ t>ar.
S('(• ~tor~. Pagt' 6.
Sh 11rofrs~on. will be vi~iting for thc
Fall Term. Prof. Roger C. Park of Min·
nesota will leach Civil Procedure and a
two credit evidence class. Prof. P ark is
a leader in programmed teaching
materials. Also from Minnesota is Prof.
Daniel J . Gifford who will teach Antitrust I and Unfair Trade Practices.
Prof. Aaron D. Twerski of Hofstra will
teach Torts and Products Liability.
Prof. Steven H. Shifron of UCLA will be
teaching First Amendment and Prof.
Roger C. Cramton of Cornell will teach
Torts. P rof. Rudol ph Dolzer of the Max
Planck Institute will teach Public International Law and International
Organizations.
The winter d s itors are Prof. Tamar
Frankel of Boston Uni,·ersity. Prof
John E . :\owak of Illinois. and Prof
T revor C. Hartley of the London School
of Economics. Prof. Frankel will teach
E.O. and a financial 111stitut10n~
seminar. Prof. Nowak will offer Constitutional Law and Fourteenth Amendment. and Prof. Hartley will teach
Common Market Law and an international regulation seminar.

Bv .\lison Adkins
Tht' bulto~s. phone calls and persistent reminders paid off like a lucky
slot machme this vear for SFF-sss.
The 198~ Stude~t Funded Fellowship
t•ampaign turned up almost S21.000 m
pledges. a iO percent increase above
last year's total NearJy 40 percent of
the student body pledged money: the
o~;ls
students committing funds
represent a 62 percent rise from 1983.
when 270 students pledged.
Pledges from this year's first year
and third year classes significantly
~urpa~s
those of last ) ear's first and
thtrd year classes.
The SFF Board is understandably
thrilled with the success of the campai~n. "We would have been extremely
hctppy just to have met our goal of
$15.000." said Bob Schiff. a second year
Board member. "When we went O\·er.
\\C were just incredulous ...
Sch1ff quickly pointed out that the
Board was very grateful to the students
who pledged. and to those who helped
work on the campaign. Schiff credited
the latter group for causing the ke)
reaction to this year's success. greater
student awareness.
"We had better publicity this year."
Sch1ff sa1d. ··and we enlisted. informally, about 100 people who promised
to taik to their lnends about SFF. to answer quesl10ns and urge them to
pledge."
Besides discussing SFF with their
friends. the support committee members did stints at the Room 100 table.
made phone calls and wore buttons.
Last Wednesday's phone-a-thon was
an SFF first. Aimed at students who
had not yet pledged, the phone-a-thon
raised about $1.800 and served as a
reminder to many people who said they
planned to pledge at school in the next
twQ davs. according to Schiff.

The blue and white "SFF In the
Public Interest" button~ ''ere another
publicity tool pre\·iously untried by
SFF. Schiff said a suppporti\ e faculty
member donated the buttons
:\lore than 35 Ia\\ students have applied for Student Funded Fellowships
this \ear Schiff satd the SFF Board
will beg.n intervic:>wing those S('(!king
fellowships thts week Depcndmg on
how long It takes to finahze some of the
JObs. and determme hO\\ much. if any,
mone} \\ill be paid to students by thetr ·
public rntere~t employers. the
fellowships should b<• award<'CI by Aprtl
I.

The Board

expect~

to g1ve out about

$23.500 to students w1th qualrfytng

public int<' <'~I Jobs
Rl·C IUSl ,
histoncally, not all th<' moncy pledged
bv students in tlw \\ rnter actually gets
contribUted in the summer, the law
school fund "fronts · SFF only 8.'> percent of the pledg<'d amount That
amount should be about $17,65~ .
In addition, thP SFF Board will
award th<' full amount of the J.o:mployers· Matching Fund Several cor·
porate employers agreed to contribute
SI.07 for evC'r) $.:; pledg<'d by students.
up to $15.0110 Another S2.615 from other
donations is part of the total avarlable
th1s vear. Schtff satd
Next yea•·. Sch1ff said th<' SF!'' Board
will probably try to he more orgamzed
about the thmgs 11 d1d "off the cuff" this
year, like the support committe(' and
phone-a thon .
Will students be abl<•lo top this year's
surprising pledge total? "Well I ca n 'I
see setting a goal of less than what
people pledged this year." Schiff sa id,
"but we'd be pll'ased to do as well as
this v<'ar.··
Though th <' campa1gn has offi cia lly
ended, SFF will be accep ting ple dges
for this summer until April I.

Handicapped Students
Protest at Union
By Andrea Lodahl
Handicapped s tudents blockaded the
Michigan Union last Thurs da y to
protest the building's poor accessibility
to disabled persons.
The protest was sponsored by the Accessibility Rights Coalition, a group of
both disabled and non-disabled students
who are concerned wit h poor admimstration ercorts to promote ease of
access for the handicapped.
According to Eric Goldstein , a

spokesperson for the group, University
guidelines requ1re that access for the
handicapped be enhanced when a
University buildmg IS renovated. But,
s aid Goldstein, the recent renovation of
the Union actually made access more
difficult than it had previously been.
Students in wheelchair blockaded all
non-handicapped entrances to the
Union during the height of the lunc h
rush, to the obvious annoya nce of many
Sec WllEELC'II.\IR .. pagt' ~t'Vt'JI
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Put up or shut up
It 's t hat time of yea r again.
No, not
springtime, it's time fo r those wild and crazy
student senate elections.
Okay, so they're not really that wild and
crazy (did we fool a ny first years, even for a
mom ent?); in fact they're pretty tame. But
that's part of the problem, no one really gets
excited about running for student senate, they
just get interested in bitching about what the
senate does.
Last year, a number of people ran uncontested. Now, there is nothing seriously wrong
with winning an election because no one is
running against you. After all, we only need
one person to fill an office. However, if you
are willing to run against someone, it does indicate a little more commitment.
And commitment is something that the
Senate seems to lack this year. Five senators,
count them, five, have now been dropped from
the senate , because they missed too many
meeti ngs.
We a re talking an hour a week, folks. It
a lm ost takes effort no t to meet those
minimum qualifications. And why run , if you
just aren't going to bother ?
The most important thing the senate does is
a ilocate its fairly substantial budget among
a ll the student organizations. This fall, as
many of you will recall , the budgeting process
was chaotic and hosti le. The senate is to be
com me nded for beginning this spring to
review and r eform that process.
But nothing is rea lly going to change until
all , or at least most, of the people who are on
the Senate a r e there because they a re committed to s ~udent organizations, and contributing
somethmg to the law school community. We
a r e not talking about a time commitment, but
about a mental commitment. If you don 't care
don 't run.
But if you do care, run , a nd run hard . At the
ver y least, you get your picture in the R.G.,
suitable for sending home to grandma. But if
you don 't run , or encourage competent people
to run , don't complain about who gets elected,
a nd the way the money gets spent.
We'll admit that the senate elections are
slightly Jess interesting than the presidential
elections. But it 's your sena te fee (that 's
twenty bucks) that these people are doling
out.
P etitions are due at high noon tomor row .
Give it a shot.

Opinion
Gay Policy Only Goes Halfway
By :\l ichael K en~·on and George La\'das
Last week, University President Harold Shapiro
released a draft of a policy statement prohibiting
the University from discriminating on the basis of
sexual orientation. The Administration will of·
ficially issue the statement this week.
The policy comes in response to the demands of
the group Lesbian and Gay Rights On Campus
<LaGROC>. The statement. in part, reads: " The
University of Michigan believes that educational
and employment decisions should be based on in·
dividuals' abilities and qualifications and should not
be based on irrele\·ant factors or personal characteristics which have no connection with academic
abi1ities or job performance. Among the traditional
factors which are generally 'irrelevant' are race.
sex, religion, and national origin. It is the policy of
the University of Michigan that an individual's
sexual orientation be treated in the same manner."
This policy represents a major victory for
lesbians and gay men within the University. It will
hel p relieve the anxiety many gay employees and
students have over living their lives openly and
honestly.
President Shapiro should be commended for
taking this important step towards social justice.
But the limitations of this policy should also be
recognized. It is onl y a first step
granted, a
significant one - in the right direction.
Our first concern is that the admmistration give
the policy some ''bite" by implementing adequate
enforcement and education mechanisms. President
Shapiro has indicated that the sam<' grievan<:e
procedure applied to tndh·iduals claimtng
discrimination under other categories will be
available to those claiming under "sexual oriC'n·
tation." The one suggestion we would mak<• to
Prestdent Shapiro concerning th<' grie\'ance
procedure is that openly lesbian or gay mdiv1duals
be appointed to the review board. This would
reduce the danger of the board acting upon common
misconceptions and prejudices
The administration should also make an effort to
inform the University community of the existence
of the policy. The most effective way to do so would
be to state in official University pubhcations that
the University does not discriminate on the basis of
sexual orientation .
We also believe that the scope of the policy is too
narrow . Other minorities are protected by a
regent 's by-Jaw "hich prohibits discrimi nation by
the University and by .outside organizations with
whom the University docs business <such as sub·
contractors and employers interviewing students on
campus> . Protection of gays, however. has lx'cn
limited to a presidential statement <rather than a
regent 's by-law > which governs only int<'rnal
University affairs.
The policy spec1ficall) provides that the prot<'ction of gays "does not apply to the Univerl>lly's
relationships with outside organizations, including
the federal government. the military. and ROTC."
These limitations are objectionable for t\\O
reasons. First and most obviouslv. it means that
discrimination will continue t o occur under the
auspices of the University. According to gov<'r·
nment figures. O\'er 1.800 lesbians and gay men
were dismissed from the military nnd security
agencies in 1982. The government's t•atJOnale for its
discriminatory policies is based on fal se
stereotypes and faulty logic. The University im·
plicitly sanctions this practice wh<'n it allows it to
occur here.
Second. the admi nistration, by having two dif·
ferent non-discrimination policies
a limited
presidential statement for gays and a broad
r~ge nl 's by-law for all other minorities - has eff<'C·
ti \ie~y cr eated a "second-class·· degree of protec·
tion. The distinction suggests that discrimination
against gays is not as reprehensible as
discrimination against Black s, women, ,Jews.
Hispanics. etc.
Our final , and perhaps most paramount conc<'rn.
is the manner and atmospher e in which the ad·
ministration issued this policy.
We r eiterate,
President Shapiro should be commended for the

courage ht• has shown in issuing his statement.
However. "<'are greatly distressed by the fifteen
month delay in the issuance of the statement, by
President Shapiro's commen t that " no one has
presented ans solid <'vidence to me that there's a
particular problem \\tth discrimination of Gays. "
and by the h<'sitant regent's acceptance.
Perhaps these arc complaints more directly
aimed agamst a sociC'ty which docs not and will not
understand and accept "Gay·· Amer ica. It is the
irrational basis of this intolerance which disturbs us
and which also led to the fifteen month delay and the
President's 1perhaps sincerely expressed > non·
recognition of a form of discrimination so vindictive
and self-evident.
Discrimination against lesbians and gays is. in
most parts of our country. an accepted a nd per·
vasive aspt>ct of life. It JS the gay who must hide his
or her tru<' tdentity m order to avoid overt ex·
pressions of prejudice. The success of many gays in
doing this should not blind us to the fact that such
"closet" behavior testifies to covert bias and
discrimination potentially as destructive as its
overt counterpart.

It is in this hght that we must view the leading
rol<' and duty of this <'ducational institution to dispel
ignorance and educut<' our community. This is why
wC' view with particular apprehension the im·
plieution of statements. ltke thosC' of Regent Deane
Bakcr that "Young JWOple of this state. when they
<'nr·o ll at llw uniH·rsity. ought not be forced. for
example. to have a professed homosexual as a
roomat<'. or a homowxual examining physician. or.
fot· ehtldrC'n of marril'd students, a homosexual
camp couns<•llor· as may be requir ed under the
proposed policy."
Regent Baker and Prcstdent Shapiro set standards
and models for our eommuni ty. The slightest
hesitation on their part impl ici tly imparts a
m<'ssage to the less sophisticated that homosexuals
"may not" lx' okay . Baker may be personally op·
posed to qu~r-bashing and vandalism against the
property of gays. However, does he realize that
such comments encourage this behavior?
Contrary to what Baker has stated. the lesbian
and gay communi ty does not seek public sanction of
its lifestyle. It does not need or desi re it. What we
demands are basic civil rights necessar y to harmoniously and effecti\'ely co-exist in our society.
The benefits shall accrue to all citizens. The
Untversity administration should t herefore
unequivocally and unhesitatingly set the standard
for progress toward the goal of social j ustice and
equality for all people

Good Work
To the Editor:
Wow! I just read Dave Kopel's incredible piece
on Garv Hart in the RG and think this is the most inCr<'dibie thing! Like. this guy has answer s for all
our proble111s. Unbelievable! It oughta be illegal
to vote for anyone else. cause Hart's like r ight
there. you know? I mean. how could anyone be
HII{Jid enough to vole for that moron, Carter Monda le. or that fanatic extremist Reagan who was
elected by a small minority of the upper , upper
class? I especially like the part about new ideas.
What a great idea~ And he's the candidate of
traditional American values, too. What a guy.
I guess what I really wanted to say is. keep up the
good work. HG . I hope you continue to bring such
objective. openminded, graci ous, and unbiased
journalism as Dave Kopel's Hart adver tisement.
And so well-written too! Maybe if Reagan didn 't
have such "lazy ignorance'' he would r ead this
piece and r esign just to avoid having to run against
such a perfect candidate.
Na me Withheld upon requ est
P.S. My girlfriend works fo r the E .P .A. Who's this
Toxic Waste Dumper she's been in bed with
anyhow?

Newsfeature
Fun with Gar_y_s and Walters
Fear and Loathing at the Caucus
By Michael McCarthy

At the risk of sounding unnecessarily
negative, I guess I should tell what I
think I learned while representing the
RG !in part) at Saturday's Democratic
Party "caucuses": If you have any particular good feeling about a candidate
<any candidate>. work for her awhileit'll go away. A mere descr iption of the
main reason for my presence at a nearby caucus site and of the activities
there should make my point.
I arrived at the site at 9:45 as a
"challenger'" for the l\1ondale campaign. The Democratic Party caucus
rules provided that each campaign had
a right to a challenger at each polling
place. The ostensible reason for these
people was to assure that persons wanting to vote were of age, had "proper
identification," were not voting from
their grave, etc. The challenger's duty
was to attach a form to each suspect
ballot. No one was to be actually
prevented from voting. The Party
would later decide what to do with
ballots accompanied by the extra page
of bureaucracy.
Since I had volunteered extensively
for Mondale, I was, naturally, asked to
be a challenger. I accepted the job on
condition that I would not perform the
job in an adversarial way i.e. I would
challenge all voters without proper ID ,
not just Hart voters without ID. The
Mondale coordinator (a lawyer> balked
at this and looked at me as if to say,
"You're in law school, right?"; but she
then ignored it on the theory I suspect
that most people who are registered
elsewhere or forget their wa llets are
students <Hart voters).
The voting began almost on time. I
sat calmly watching people get checked
off the list, walk away with their ballots
and stuff them in the box. 1 wasn't sure
what I was supposed to be doing but
everyone looked OK to me and, for
awhile, it was inspiring ... American ..
. democracy and all that.

It became apparent early that the
turnout would be far greater than our
supply of 250 ballots could handle. As a
result, the registration split into two
lines to speed the process. Since I could
1101 oversee the registration process at
both locations, I was forced to call
Mondale headquarters for help. As
nearly as I can tell, this call, together
with the arrival of several Hart people,
ruined my St. Patrick's Day. The tin
generals with whom one must
inevitably associate when working on
political campaign were on their way.

"The tin generals with whom one must
inevitab~y associate when working on
political campaign were on their way."
The Hart operatives - a half dozen or
so and covered with stickers- arrived
first. <Let's call them all " Gary").
They were obviously disturbed by my
presence. They put on expressions I
remember seeing amongst Mayor
Daley's contingent during the '68 convention - only then most of those guys
smoked cigars. Two Garys took to
leaning against the wall, arms folded ,
staring at me. Others ran from table to
table conversing with people as they
voted - laying to rest, I supposed, the
rumor that union stewards are
somehow the only experts at intimidating voters.
The guys who were staring soon
decided they needed one of them-there
cha llengers too. They proudly told me
they were "getting one." I said that was
fine . My ignorance needed company.
She arrives. We introduce ourselves.
She asked me what to do. I told her to sit
around and wait till4 :00.
Paradise couldn't last, however. My
call yielded res ults. A fellow I knew was
"high-up" in the Mondale campaign
arrived. <Let's call him "Wa lter"). He
was, by my evaluation, even better at

NCAA Poll Results
With tlie(it:st /11'0 ro11nrls ()( the NCAA's completC'd, ll'e 11ow have our
Top 20. I or tho~(' ojyo11 contemplatifl!-! Ol'ertakinR Georf!,ie
(tlrC' Grrek) T~anetopo11los .
Ire has Illinois. Georf.!.etown, North
Carolina and llollsto'' as his Final Four, and Georl!etoll'll to take it all.
The ran• to 1he IOfJ i\ (ar from r11·er, with I 30 Olll of 1he 2 I 9 en/ ries
lu11•in/!. a score (d 60 or !!,realer. So. if slif.!.hled thi.~ week. I'OII may find
wmr lUll lie ill prmt ne \I Wedne\day.

pr('H/1!,1011~

R. G. Top 20, Week # 1
The Books
Ray Berens
:\Itkc Atterberry
Oavr Blanke
I . George Tzanetopoulos <76 points l

2. Ted Lee (74)

Mark Moran
4. Tom Bean !72>
Megan Norris
Ma ry Ogorchock
Bruce Packard
Kip Parker
Rochelle Price
Randall Thomas-P eterhaus

doing the '68 convention face than the
llart people.
He asked me how many people I had
challenged. -I told him none. This
seemed to up~et him. I almost asked
him if he smoked cigars.
Some time passed. I still had no
challenges, though I did not know about
Walter or Gary.
Another Mondale supervisor arrived
and shot a hello in my direction as she
went out one of the two entrances.
"Reliable sources" indicate that she
was outraged by the presence of

Bruce Brake! <70 >
D.T .B Brown
Mike Erickson
Constance Fratianni
McKinney & Crider
Eric Marshall
Ruth Milkman
Perrin Rynders
Walter Spiegel
20. Ray Berens C68>
Jill Bruzga
Frank Cohen
Frederick Hood
Dwayne Horii
MikeLeb
Mitch Mondrey
Lynn Tyler
Meg Waite
Mike Weaver
II.

several Gary Hart posters plastered on
the side of the building. She apparently
began tearing them down and shouting
that this was not a campaign headquarters. A Gary handled her roughly. She
belted him . There were no injuries.
Soon thereafter a woman wanted to
vote who would show no lD whatever
despite having a wallet full of cards.
She did not s how up on voter
registration lists either. Though she
was not of the average sludent's age,
the Ha rt challenger said nothing.
So I filled out my first form .
After filling it out, I found there was
no way to attach it to the ballot. The
caucus manager would not allow me to
hold the voter up while I completed the
work, go into the ballot box to find her
form , or collate baiJots and challenges
at the end of the day.
He, for some reason, felt he needed to
proclaim these ruies to me so that the
whole world could hear . He also expressed dismay at the "dozens" of
challenges I had filed . Gary picked up
on this and, as nearly as I could tell , informed voters waiting in line for the
rest of the day that Walter and I were
challenging every vote.

He and the professor accused me personally of "Challenging every vote"
and "subverting the American
process."
I tried to calm them, telling them that
I had actually, at this point, challenged
three votes of 500 - each of whom had
no 10 whatever. The other numbers
were tenuous. This was just the system.
Relax, etc. My efforts were, of course,
to no avail.
Eventually I walked over to Walter
and told h im I "as not going to note
temporary voter cards anymore. I
thought it was absurd to think the Party
was going to prevent all recent
regtstrants from voting. He agreed We
threw out the numbers we had and
decided to look only for people with no
ID whatever.
During a lull in the afternoon with the
RG in mind, I talked to three Hart supporters. I asked why they had worked
for Hart. One said that she liked Hart
because, " He was the first one to come
to campus,'' and she saw the students
as " trying to get Hart in there." All
three students mentioned new ideas. All
three associated Mondale with
promises to " special interests." When
asked what constituted special interests, they referred to Chrysler and
auto workers.
1 pressed one to see what she would
have done with Chrysler when tt was
near death? She said, " Let it die."
I asked what was to be done with
100,000 Detroiters who would have been
unem ployed the next day. She said this
was "evolutionary."
I asked what that meanl. She said,
" Well ... those people have to be poor
for awhile and learn to get a lower
wage."
When asked whether this was a new
idea, she said she thought it was.
Sunday's Ann Arbor Ne"s would
quote a Hart campaigner as saying an
Ann Arbor victory was especial ly
satisfying because voters here are

"He and the professor accused me personal(y of 'Challenging every vote' and
'subverting the American process. "'
Walter stormed out, with me
following dutifully, and we called what
I took to be the director of the caucuses
for the whole state. She must have
chewed out the caucus matl;lgerbecause
immediately afterward he told us we
should merely note ballot numbers and
collate challenges at the end of the day.
1 apologized to him for getting excited.
He walked away.
Walter then told me I was to
challenge every voter having a temporary voter ID - i.e . everyone who'd
registered very recently. I said I would
note these ballots but that I was sure
such an 10 would pass muster. He
though I might be right but that we
would decide finally Ia ter.
Writing down these ba llot numbers
drove the Garys crazy. They began to
run around like sharks in a feeding
frenzy . One of the guys, who was an accomplished starer and frowner, actually dragged in one of his _professors
to •·testify" that he lived in Ann Arbor.

more "searching and critical" than
anywhere in the state.
Toward the end of the da y an Ann Arbor News reporter entered. Wa lter took
me aside and told me, if I was asked, to
tell him we were only challenging persons with no ID a t all . I said, "Ya ...
well ... tha t's the tru th."" He said, " Ya ,
that's r ight ... tell him that."
Later, another Gary got visibly and
vocally uoset about our " dozens" of
challengers !we totalled about ten of
750 voters for lhe whole da y), a Jackson
supporter <after I helped him figure out
his proper caucus site) told us to " Get
F- d," and a Gary delivered a "The
problem with you people ... "speech to
anyone who would listen.
At the end of the day, I apologized
again to the caucus manager for having
gotten excited. He again didn't respond.
Everyone noted the high turnout and
said it indicated good things to come in
November.
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Fiction: A Rebel Challeng-..__e-::_T_h_e_S_aga Still Continues
res. cosmic / till \ , I (/ II ll'ur.s i.\
back on 1he fW~e\ t~f The Re.
Geslae. Despite Lurn 's prompt und
conJciem iou\ contnbuttoll \ . l a w
Wars rwr bumped (rom a feu· I\ \Itt'\
to muke 1\'Ul' fur m ore t'l.:CII/1/R ortides '>uch as tOO Usc' For Dried-Up
Hig hli~ hl c~ and .fohn Glenn '\ Reller Campu i~r• ' tra leJ:o. Any way ,
we're hack.
When we left y ou htm [!ill[! in the
lust episode, Jerryi hnd j ust defeated
the dejecting Kami C':.ar, and had
gone off in search of C:.ar 's missing
treatise. Yet quiet rumbling of
discontent had com e close to surf acing. Would Jerryi find the lost
tome? Would the rebel plot come to
f ruilion ? If I told you. you IVOIIIdn 'r
read the wory .

By Larry Michlovich

A wea ry .hand rested on the console
intercom . " Str etch, get up here, we
need s timulan ts. " Captain Sands wa s
weak a nd faili ng . It had been eighteen
hours since he had been a wakened with
the news of the theft of Shu ttle 2·238.
Now the position of his ship was uncer tai n.
Was Je rryi alive? He must assume
so. All communications from the planet
were being blocked by Columbia. Sensors bad detected explosions a nd fire in
the area of the 2-238.
And the
manuscr ipts? God forbid ! With Czar
and J erryi awa y , the publish ing
capacity of the Michigana was severely
depleted. At any second, the Columbia
might launch a publishing blitz that
could wreck the Michigana.
Bridge doors opened and Doc Cooper
entered with his a ssistant. Sands wa s
surprised, " That was quick , Stretch."
" I took the stairs."
" What do you have? "
"Cold Duck, Blue Nun, and for you
Captain, Nurse Chapel."
Sands took his pipe from his mouth
and sLipped it into a compartment of his
command chair. It wouldn't be needed
fora whi le.

•• •

A-ll waited for a response. A green
light lit at eye level indicating permission to enter.
Hosey Swag was watching four
viewing screens displaying recent ideas
toward a new ship charter. Each
screen blinked to a new dis play at
breathtaking s peed. Swag glanced an
eye toward the ente ring youth. P art of
his mind turned to differ en t thoughts,
"These are the new breed . The inertia l
e ffect of the prime directi ve is too
strong in the old gua:-d. Internal
change will not be fort hcoming for
another two hundred sixty-nine years."
The dynamic leader of the rebel
youth, A-11, s poke in officia l, a lmost
m ilita ry tones to his bearded m entor
" We 're at a slalemate. The crew is
exhausted. Sands fears a publishing
war. Law Review is on a 24-hour aler t
a nd Kami Czar and Jerry! are stranded
on Lurch's Planet, perhaps dead. This
is the optimal ti m e to attack."
Hosey Swag turned both eyes towa rd
his viewing panels and extended a

powerfuJ right hand to clutch the
viewer speed control. He turned the
disc cloclrn; se slowly. It seemed to
require effort, a painful, exhilara ting
effort. Swag's head cocked slighUy as
light from the pulsating viewers danced
across his face_ ''You are perfectly
correct A-ll, but more to the point :
Unless we capture this moment. our
glorious cause shaU be lost forever ."
Swag's voice permeated the room . Was
he whisper ing or shouting?
A-ll
couldn' t tell ; it seemed like both at on·
ce.
" My psychoeconom ic calculalions
show that Jerryi has indeed a lready
defeated Czar in battle, and it is only a
matter of time before he will discover a

and awaited a response.
" There are, of course, different wavs
of looking at it; but in my opinion, three
are diversions with the primary attack
at Engineering. With J erryi gone.
leadership of that auxilia ry control center has passed into the head!> of MaJor
~l eelaugh who does not even have
tenure. I plan to take per-sona l command of Engineering to preve nt
defea t. "
' 'I take it. then. Genera l, that suspec ted rebel leaders A-11 and A- 12 were
seen among the engineering attack
group ?" Da Koip reached inro his
pocket, removed his pipe, and put it to
h is lios . He was fishing ; he knew it.
B ut he couldn' t let Saex go off on un-

With Czar and Jerryi away_, the
publishing capaci(y of the Michigana was
severe(y depleted. At any second_, 1he
Columbia might lau.nch a publishing blitz
that could wreck the Michigan a.
palh back to this vessel. If he returns to
the ship before we have it secured, we
sha ll faiJ in our quest Aler t A-12 .. . il's
time lo move!"

...

On Lurch 's Planet, J erryi wa s
exam ining the smoldering hulk of Shuttle 2-238- That he couldn' t ma ke contact
with the Michigana and that no shuttle
had arri ved from either Ship of Law in·
dicated a stalemate in s pace. with Czar
and the manuscripts the contested
prize.
Jerryi's light sabre cut through two
rear storage vaults, and the doors fell
open_ Undamaged - but empty ! The

founded lheo1·ies.
" They are reported among none or
the attack groups.··
" I la ke il, you do n' t find that
s tra nge," Koip stated, lighting his pipe .
Roy Western, data a nalyst, jumped to
Sa ex's defense. Dra wing two circles on
the visi-screen, ''Let's say that one circle is the probative value of the fa ct
lha l they have been s potted . and the
other is its nonprobative effect. II we
then draw a sca le below the two circles,
we can weigh .. . "
Captain Sands interrupted , " This is
getUng nowhere. Grey Whit, any
though ts?"

With Jerry i gone_, leadership of the
auxiliary control center has passed into
the hands of M aj or M eetaugh who does
not even have tenure .
same had been true throughout the
shuttle. " Could Czar have been tha t
clever? he asked himself as he walked
outside into the burning heat of the twin
blue suns of Lurch. He feebly returned
his light sabre to its holster beneath a
blood-s tained robe. " Wher e did Czar
have time to hide them?"
II

• ••
La ter in the Cook Room, fi ve red pa t·
ches dotted the hologra phic ma p of the
Gene r a l J oe Sa cx
Mich igana _
oescr1bed the extent of r e bel
penetration: " Well, gentlemen, to put
it on your level, let's just say that we're
losing. There 's mor e lo il tha n that, but
tha t's a ll you 'll need to know."
Sa nds motioned to Dam itJ·ius Koip.
Da Koip got out of his seat and rested on
the edge of the table . " I ta ke it tha t yo u
have an expla nation for their use of four
points of attack?" He crossed his arms

" Jrr nd 1gn to Flrd fr sn, fn nd frlc !"
" 1 couldn' t have said it any better
m yself. Engineering will have General
Saex un til further notice. lop prior ity."
There was a bit of grumbling as the
officers made their wa y out of the Cook
Room. Sands. however, had made up
his m ind. The Law must sur vive ! And
ther e was onl y one wa y to assure victory . ' 'General Saex, please remain
behind."
Sands a pproached Saex boldl y a fter
the others had left the room , " Summarize your work on Green Gas! "
Saex's eyes s parkled ; as chemical
and biochem ica l wea pons developer,
Saex looked upon Green Gas as his pet
project. "Green Gas is a re-markable
invention. Within twenty seconds il
e li mi nates a ll human life but preserves
the natura l surroundings." He stroked
his chin. " Fi na l tests wer e last week ;

Saex had just completed wiring a
control on the Bridge fo r h1s new,
deadly weapon. Once the unit was
engaged, a five-st.age process began
which culmina ted with the release of
Green Gas at a designated target. The
tim ing sequence would show on the
panel as a series of lights starting a t red
and ending with green. Saex sat at the
console attentively as though awaiting
further instructions _

everythmg see-med to go alright."
' 'Books. pa pers . .. ?"
" Not e-ven a slain."
" Security distr ibution?"
" Ourselves, the staff officers, two of
my trusted agents, and the security
file "
" Good," said Sands and then the
cr uc ial question. " Is it field
operational?"
Sacx felt a chill move up his s pine_
He had ass umed all along that this was
wha t Sands had in mi nd, but somehow
he ucver thought a ny man would go
through with it. " From Engineering, I
could lie in G.G. ta nks to the ventilation

ballucma tions, and hypolheticals.
" What if he never took them with
him? What if Czar jettisoned it ... ahh .. .
all into s pace? What if they burned so
completely as to leave no ash? What if
Czar . __ahh . .. a lready made contact
with Blabzi?" J erryi tried as best as he
could to confuse the issue. It seemed to
be the best course of action.
Off to the r ighl. the land opened up in·
to a d eep, see m ingly bottomless
canyon. Jerryi's spiral path placed him
precariously proximate to the edge.
•·w hat the . . . a hh.r rgh?" The rocks
gave away, and the hooded warrior felt
!be sensa tion of falling. Instantly at fu ll

(Jerryi 's) legs were rubbery, and fo r the
last ten minutes, he had been f ighting unconsczousness, hallucinations, an d
hypotheticals.

The doors of the Brid~e opened and in
jogged Doc Cooper. It was customary
for him to do twenty laps around the
Bridge a nd assorted calisthenics_
" Ethics!" cursed Sands , " morning
a lready."
" Well, not exactly morning, sir,''
Reagings rebutted, "Since we are on a
s paceship and nola planet there cannot
be . ..
" Sir !" Lt. Witty yelled and startled
the dozing Bridge crew, " I'm picking
up broadcast publications from the
Columbia; along all areas of the Law !''
" OK, gentlemen, this is H! Ll. Witty.
call down to Minus Three. I want to
know exactly what we have ready.
J .J .J ., stand by. If fina l drafts aren' t
done, we'll lry to shoot our way oul! "
II

(General) Saex looked upon Green Gas
as his p et project . . . Within twenty
seconds it eliminates all human life but
oreserves the natura/surroundings.
system _ In my opinion, you could gas
I'll need two
a ny part of the ship.
hours."
Sands was desperate. He knew Da
Koip wa s r ight ; he was a lways right.
The rebel forces had some other target
in mind - perhaps the Bridge itself. So
far, no conventional mea ns had been
able to slow their advance.
Sands pointed his pipe at Saex and
spoke s harply : " Ok, from now on, all
orders come directly from me. Get
down to E ngineering and tie in the
tanks. I want control capacity at the
Bridge, and you there, too, in two hours,
No secur ity
s ooner if you c an.
breaches; that's all !" He watched as
the little General slithered away. Sands took a deep breath and glanced at
his pipe. He shuddered : it was trembling. uncontrollably.

• ••

On Lurc h' s Planet, sunset was
ra pidly a pproaching. F or the last two
hours. J er ryi had been walking in an
ever increasing s pira l from Shuttle 2238. The terrain was rocky and the
clim ate harsh. In the distance, one of
Lurch's s uns was being obscured by a
colossal peak. Relief from lhe elements
was not to be found, though, for the
ground itself seemed to radiate heat.
J erryi mopped pers pira lion from his
br ow a nd swallowed one of Doc
Cooper 's winette tablets . Dehydration
was lhe major cause of death in lands
such as these. His legs were rubbery,
a nd fo r the last ten minutes, he had
been
fighting
unconsciousness ,

mental capacity, this great Socratic
threw both arms around an enormous
brick-red outcropping. His descent was
haJted abruptly . Looking pas t his
da ngling legs , he saw pieces of the
original ledge crash kilometers below
against the sides of the abyss. Jerryi
breathed, and the projection of which
he was trying to becom e a par t shifted;
more debris fell to an untimely death.
Holding possibly his last breath, the
black-robed barrister focused his eyes
on the projection tha t had so far saved
his life. It was a large recta nguloid object, at least one meter by three. It
rested on ledge of the cliff, a nd a cross
its face was written : Galactic Con
La w Czar 's treatise! Off to the right .
stacks of papers - Czar's manuscr ipts !
Jerryi's m ind raced. " OK, now how
do I get the . . . ahh ... outta here?
Where did I park the . . . ahh .. . shuttle?''

•••

On the Br idge of Lhe Michigana, the
beleagu e r ed com mander of the
Galaxy's most prestigious Ship of Law
tapped a nervous fi nger. " We'll need
sleep soon," he thought, " that. or more
stimulants."

Witty's voice was filled with apprehension. "Captain, I can't reach the
Law Review. The channel is open, but
no one is answering."

gold bond
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Obviously, I want the ship. Very obviously, I demand com~and be turned
over to m e. Not quite so obviously, I
wis..h you to abdicate."

•·or . . . ?" Sands fell ~ha t this pa rt
was fai rly obvious .
" Well fai r ly obvious ly , Sa ndo,
without a law r eview, Blahzi will win !
More to the point : P sychoeconom ic
ca lcula tions indicate
th at t he
Michigana could not sur vive a r ea l
shooting battle with the Columbia."
" Is that your final position?"
·'Obviously !"
' 'I' ll need time ."
''You have lhirtv seconds , or we'll
eliminate those wim ps one by one."
"Close com m unications !" Sands had
onl y one alterna ti ve left. The war with
Bla hzi was secondary . The ideals of the
founders Lake precedence : The Law
must s ur vive ! Swag would destroy all
this. " General Saex, s eal off the
Bridge! "
The clanging of closing bulkheads attracted Cooper's attention. He stopped
performing backnips and stared inten·
tly at Seax's new control paneL " No."
he thought, " That can't be, it's still e xper imental ; it 's inhu m a n ."
He
discreelly moved a hand to his mediki t
and fu mbled with his instruments.
··c enter on the Green Room." Sa nds
ordered.
Saex adjusted knobs on his panel,
" Ready !"
Things were happening quickly _
Most of the Br idge c re w wa s
bewildered. Doc Cooper s trolled silently , purposely towa rd Saex.
" E ngage General! "
Saex depressed a button, the the
timer was sta rted. The red ti ming light
was lit.
With cat-like agility, Cooper spra ng
into action ; his hypo hit its mark on
Saex's shoulder, and Saex was thrown
forcibly to the floor .
Purple li~hl !
Cooper analyzed the panel. Which
was the disconnect? Sands' right arm
was around Cooper's neck in an instant
and pulled him back.
Blue !
Capta in and Doctor , str uggling
violently, sla m med to the floor .
Yellow !
Sands raised his pipe a nd brought it
down heavily on Cooper's skull. He
jumped to his feet and leaned his head
a gainst the weapons stations awaiting
the final color change . " The Law mus t
survive! "
Green !
~~:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::_:
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sir."
Sa nds wa s silting straight in his chair
now. " So . .. that's what they'r e after.
It's a ransom game_ General, transfer
all the men you have down to the Green
Room . This may be our last stand !"
" Yes sir !'' Saex began to contact his
forces within the ship.
"Captain, I have contact With lhe
rebel leader - it's Ro~ey Swag?! "
" On the monitor,"
the visage of
Rosey Swag filled the screen. Swag
was wearing a Michigana sweatshirt
a nd s unglasses . Sands, prepared as
always, asked Witty to slow down the
transm ission !rom Minus Three. " OK
Swa g, what do you want?''
" Quile obviously, Sando, I now have
the Law Review. But more to the point:

Jerry i tried as best he could to confuse
the issue. I t seemed to be the best course
of action.

• down .........." . ..., ....

Jt 's Acad<'mk !

" 1 didn' t au thorize a ny s leep
periods! •· Sands roared.
" Sir .': continued Witty, "Securi ty
repor ts a rebel pres ence on Minus
Three; A-ll a nd A-12 s potted in the
Green Room .··
"Confirmed," General Saex relayed
from the Bridge security sta tion, " The
rebels have broken through the firs t
line defenses . Security forces are . . . "
Saex's voice dropped, " .. . are folding,
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White Looks
·At Advocate 's
'Moral Conflict'
B~

,_
/ Nt'w Editors-in-Chit•f: from left to right. L~n1 Review-Ellen !)cason. J ourna i- :\Jarjoril' Po11ell. Yearbook- Lind<! Elliot.
Photo by Dean Bnna

Publications Choose
·Next Year's Staffs
The three scholarly publications of
the law school have a nnounced their
senior staff selections for the next year,
and for the first time, women wi ll fill a ll
th ree editor-in-chief positions.
At the Michigan Law Review, E llen
E . Deason will succeed William Holmes
as editor-in-chief, and Lyndon M . Tret·
ter will ta ke over from Ma rie Deveney
as managing editor.
Ma r jorie Powell and Michael Mueller
will oversee Volume 18 of the Michigan
J ournal of Law Reform.
And at the Michigan Yearbook of International Legal Studies, Linda Elliott
becom es editor -in-ch ief while Reed
Ru bmstein assu m es the position of
managing editor .
Other staff appointments include:
La" Re,•iew Ar ticle E ditors: Susan Bart, Ba rba ra
Grewe, William Ingram. Article and
Research Editor : David Hei ne r .
Executive Editor s: J effrey Kovar,
Robin Wal ker-Lee. Note E ditor : Rachel

Adelman. Executive Note Editors:
Leslie Gielow, Christine Green, James
Leibson, Ja ne Macht, Lynda Oswald,
Doug las Pappas. Book Review Editor :
Scoll Newman.
Journal of Law Reform Articles Editors : Thomas Bulleit,
Steven P e ta k, Robert P ozna nsk i.
Executive E ditor: Andrew Schiff.
Research a nd Development Editor :
Kenneth Ga ul. Note Editors: Susan
Barnabeo, Constance Fratianni, Marc
J acobs, Kathy Bibers tein, Michael
Woronoff.
Yearbook of lnterna tiona I Le g a I
StudiesE xecu tive E ditor : La ura Kelsey
Rhodes. Executive Note Editor : Ba rba r a Martin .
Note E ditors:
J ane Cross, Robert Schiff. Articles
E ditors: J a net Crossen, Emil Area,
Dennis Terez. Appendix Editors: Lisa
Marabotto, Brian Moto. Research a nd
Development Editor: Greg Iva noff.

Kremlinologist Dispels
U.S. Misperceptions
By Brad lleinz

Superpower politics has been mainly a
race to misperceive each other's intentions, according to Alexander Dallin, a
professor of history at Stanford who
s poke in room 100 last week. Dallin
descr ibes a number of ''dangerously
m isleading perceptions" in the Uni ted
Sta tes a nd concludes tha t there is " no
r oom for persistent prejudice and
illiteracy" on the subject of the Soviet
Union.
Dallin's ta lk was part of a lecture
series entitled " E ast-West Relations in
an Era of Nuclear Confrontation. " The
series was s ponsored by the Center for
Russian and East European Studies,
the Center for Chinese Studies a nd the
University Activities Center. All of the
addresses were held in room 100.
Dallin raised and rebuked some
common, viewpoints of Soviet world
behavior, held in the U.S. : Soviet conduct as an " ideology in power," Soviet
foreign policy as a world conquest for
Communism, Soviet action as arising
from a master plan , Soviet foreign
policy as " czarism in overalls, " policy
as arising from a dangerous adver-

turouseness, Soviets as believing they
can win a nuclear war. foreign policy as
a product of totalitarian unanimity and
foreign adventures as com pensating for
weakness at home.
According to Dallin. Kre ml in
generally
act
policyma ker s
pragmat ically. F oreign intervention
has occurred only in a reas unlikely to
provoke direct s uperpower confrontation. The Soviet role in s uch fa r-flung
areas as Teheran, Grena da and Ka bul
a
d iver si ty
of
demons trates
motivations . A perceived need for
greater security and a desire to expand
its influence in competition with the
U.S. a re but two incentives to action.
Dallin believes that ideologica l formulae are generally used to cover
"sins" of alliances and attacks. He
analogizes political indoctr ination to
Sunday sermons and the Fourth of
July : although it produces some true
believers , th is learning is largely
forgotten in the rea l world where
decisions are made. Moreover , Dall in
likens the belief that the Russian people
a re inherently aggress1ve to the 1935
notion that Japan and Germany could
never be democracies.

Huth :\Jilkman

Unlike many members of the Bar,
Prof. James J . White believes that
lawyers routinely do immoral thmgs in
the course-(!f their practice. "A moral
person ... makes more than trivial concessions when he performs as an advocate."
White spoke last Friday on "Facing
the Moral Conflict in the Advocate's
Role" in his inaugural lecture as the
Robert A. Sullivan Professor of Law.
While gave a number of situations in
which a lawyer might act immorally,
without violating the ABA canons of
ethics. For example, said White, the
defense lawyer in a rape case "must
occasionally be willing to be cruel." In
cross-examining the woman making
the accusation of rape, the lawyer will
try to establish the woman's previous
sexual behavior. "The lawyer has to be
willing to submit the woman to public
humiliation," he said.
Lawyers will also use the weakness or
the opposing counsel in negotiation, and
gene r a lly engage in ma n ipulative
behavior. " In realizing one's fu ll potential as an advocate, one will do thi ngs
which do not violate the Code of Ethics

but arc morally repugnant," said
Wh1tc.
Wh1te noted that the idea that
lawyers occasiOnally act immorally is
not a new onc, but rejected two
proposed responses to the problem. According to White. Roger Fisher, author
of GellinR To l' es,believes that with a
little cleverness and ingenuity, a lawyer
need never do any tricks. " F isher 's answer is unsatisfactory because it's
wrong." said White. " I at least am unpersuadcd.''
At the other end of the spectrum is
Monro<• f' reedman. who believes that
even if a few pcople gel hur l along the
way, in the long run we are better off
with an adversary system, and an a dversary svstem requires this kind of
behavior. Freedman's answers, said
White, "are factually and empirically
unsatisfactory to lawyers. In his hea rt
of hearts, [the lawyer) is still upset by
moral conflicts ."
White offered no easy solution to the
problem, but did suggest that client
satisfaction may be process-related,
rather than outcome-related. That is,
the chen! may be willing to accept
s lightly less in terms of outcome, if the
lawyer can avoid being cruel.

Senate to Revise
Budget Procedure
b~

Kar t>n J C'11ell

At the Senate's request, Placement
Director Nancy Krieger met with the
Senate on :\londay night , and discussed
her decision to delay on campus JOb interviewing next fall until October I.
Krieger explained that :\lichigan·s interview schedule has been out of sync
with other major law schools. many of
which do not allow intcrviewing until
October: as a result, students here ha,·c
had to wait for feedba(·k until firms interviewed at other schools.
Kneger also plans to usc the month of
September to counsel ind1v1dual
students on interview scheduling, and
to provide seminars on career alternatives in law
Respo nding to quest ions as to
whethCI' the money raised from the new
$200 fi r m intervccw fee will be spent to
im prove conditions in Room 200,
Krieger said tha t the a ddition of
a nother person to the staff may result
in moving files and records into that
room . That would m ea n that Room 200
wil l be loc ked in the even ings.
elim inating some of the problems of
tras h left by s tuden ts studyi ng in the
room at night.
The Senate also hea rd from Stuart
Herschma n and Becky Burtlcss-Cr eps
on a recent mee ting of the Administrative Committee. The committee, composed of faculty. s tudent. and
administrative representatives, met to
disc uss the use of 1·ecycled exam
questions. According to Hershman and

Burtless-Creps. the fauclty seems very
concerncd about the problem.
A memo is to be sent to faculty members. w1th the hope of raising faculty
consciOusness abou t the need fo r
quality exams . The issue will be raised
at a faculty meeting. with explicit
guidelines on the use of old questions
proposed for adoption . P ossible
recommendations are that old essay
questions rna) be used only if substantially changed. or if professors
warn students m advance that an old
question will appear on the exam.
In further d1~cussion. a committee
appomted at last week ·s meeti ng
presented revi s ed LSSS Budgeting
Procedures and Policies for the
Senate's
consideration .
The
procedures change the budge ting
schedule for student organizations:
funding will be submitted in September. The policy also outlines factors
which the Senate may consider when
acting on budget requests: genera l
benefit to the law school community.
members hi p partici pa tion , non m em ber
partic ipa tion ,
the
organization's past use of Sena te funds ,
proposed use of funds , and benefit to the
Universi ty and local comm unity .
Specifi c budgetary prohibitions and
requirements a rc laid out in the revised
procedures, with reimbursement approval for expenditures during the year
res iding in the LSSS President. A
majority vote of the Senate m ay overturn the President's decisions on reimbursement.
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Anti-NuclearGroup Seeks Aid
By Joel R. Wells

Almost 40 years after Hiroshima,
public sentiment against nuclear
weapons
continues
to
grow.
Organizations opposing the nuclear
a rms race have sprouted up across the
country. One of those national groups is
beginning to organize a chapter here at
the law school.
The group calls itself LANAC, the
Lawyer's Alliance for Nuclear Arms
Control. LANAC has set out to tap what
it believes is a large reserve of latent
opposition to the nuclear arms race by
reaching out to lawyers, law students
and academics of all political per,
suasions. Included among the founders
of the group are four former presidents
of the American Bar Association.
Modeled after groups like the Union
of Concerned Scientists and Physicians
for Social Responsibility, LANAC seeks
to focus the special skills of a profession
on the problem of nuclear arms control.
Professional s kills in negotiation,
dispute resolution, and advocacy equip
lawyers to develop proposals to help
narrow the ideological gap between the
superpower s and lobby for those
proposals on Capitol Hill.

For better or worse, lawyers are not
usually perceived as dreamers ,
idealists, or visionaries. Ins tead,
lawyers are presumed to be "hard·
nosed" and pragmatic. This presum·
ption, LANAC leaders believe, may
help LANAC a ppeal to a wider audience
the kind of people who usually dismiss
the threat of nuclear war as too fantastic , too melodramatic , or · too
apocalyptic to be real.
The group is not onl y trying to a ttract
the attention or the general public, but
a lso hopes to get a better hearing within
the legal profession than a group or non·
lawyers might get.
On a national level, LA AC engages
in a variety of activities. It undertakes
studies and publishes "br iefs" on dif·
ferent aspects of the problem of arms
control. For example, the group recently published, " The European Nuclear
Negotiations: Paths to War or Peace?"
This pamphlet ofCers both an analysis
of past negotiations and recommendations for future ones.
In addition, the group meets with
delegations of Soviet lawyers. The
Soviet and American lawyers discuss
not only how substantive disagreemen-

Wheelchairs Block
Entrances to Union
students. However. a ll except two
Univ ersity officials respec ted the
blockade and were redirected to the
single handicapped access entrance,
· located on the north side of the building.
University Regent Deane Baker, according to Goldstein, refused to respect
the blockade despite student pleas and
pushed aside a wheelchair, forcing his
way through the doors of the main entrance on Stale Street.
Goldstein pointed out that the entrance for the handicapped on the north side
of the building was not only narrow and
djfficult to use, but also hard to locate.
He said that his group is pushing for
clear identification of, and directions
to, handicapped a ccess points to campus buildings.
The law school is handicapped-accessible only through the quad-side
door to Hutchins Hall , and the rear
doors to the library on the South side of
the quad facing Monroe Street. Dif·
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ficulties were experienced with that entrance during the fall semester when
students used the handrail of the ramp,
important for negotiating the slope in a
non-powered wheelchair, as a place to
lock their bicycles. Signs were
affixed to the rail have apparently
deterred the bicyclists.
The City of Ann Arbor instituted S50
fines for non-authorized vehicles
parking in spaces reser ved for the han·
dicapped several years ago. According
to a city employee who processes
parking violations for the City of Ann
Arbor, State law permits up to a $100
fee. The employee stated that it seemed
as if the steep fine had reduced the
number of violations. The University
charges a $25 fine for unauthor ized
parking in spaces reserved for the handicapped. In both jurisdictions, an official Handicapped license plate is
required to park in those zones.

ts can be overcome, but also how the
process of negotiation can be improved.
At this point , ten professor s at the law
school belong to the national
organization. Prof. Theodore Sl. Antoine, founding member of the group,
expressed the hope that the group's
message would, "catch fire with the
public a nd key politicians."
In order to effectively exert the
political pressure necessary to produce
progress on arms control, LANAC has
joined forces with the Physicians for
Social Responsibility and the Union of
Concerned Scientists to establish a lob·
bying group called the Professionals'
Coalition. The president of LANAC,
Alan Sherr, claims that this unprecedented alliance of groups
representing
three
prom inent
professions is "bound to have an effect
on Congress.''
At the local level, the group will act in
many different capacities. By spon·
soring speakers, films, and symposiums, LANAC will attempt to make
nuclear issues more salient inside the
law school. The local chapter will also
attempt to reach groups outside the law
school by speaking to various community organizations. Lawyers and
judges in the Ann Arbor area who are
already members of the national
organization will help keep Jaw students in contact with a broader community .
LANAC will not limit itself to
preaching, though. According to Jeff
Bragg, a first-year student instrumental in organizing the law school chapter,
one of its main goals is to get people in·
volved in the study and discussion of
nuclear arms contr ol.

"It's critical that people take the
issue away from the so-called 'experts,.,. said Bragg. "It's got to become a
public, political debate that everyone
joins in."
He pointed out that, " There have
been many occasions when people who
started out as r ather lonely voices in
the wilderness d id strike a respons ive
chord in the public. Now, it seems to m e
that there is no other issue quite like
this one . This one involves th e
possibility of never even hav ing a
future at all. "
Sl. Antoine brought up many examples of grassroots movements that
produced drastic changes in American
society, like those add ressing civil
rights and the Vietnam war during the
60s and the environment in the early
'70s. So fa r , however, the public outcr y
against nuclear arms has achieved
neither the breadth nor the intensity of
those earlier m ovements.
Never theless, St. Antoine believes
that public opposition to nuclear
weapons is increasing. "There are
some signs out there that the message
is beginning to be heeded," he said . According to Sl. Antoine, the arms cottlrol
"movement" may soon swell to the
dimensions of the historical analogues
he mentioned.
When asked why law students should
join a group like LANAC, Prof. Alex
Aleinikoff, anothe r member of the
organization, responded, " This is not
just an issue that concerns lawyers or
law students. This is an issue that concerns every sentient being, and one way
of expressing that is through a
professional organiza lion."

Law Revue Plans Begin
By Barry Hudgin
Planning has begun for this year's
edition of the annual Law Revu e night.
For the benefit of the First Years or the
otherwise uninitiated, the Law R evue is
one of the highlights of the academic
year.
The Revue attempts to both showcase
real student and faculty talent <of any
variety unconnected with the law) and
to gently (or perhaps not so gently)
lampoon a few of the more notorious
members of the law school community.
According to Mike Rizzo, 3L, a
master of ceremonies at last year's
production-and the chief organizer of
the upcoming show, much help and

many volunteers will be needed to
make this show a success. Before
general auditions can be held , a com·
mittee of interested students with
writing and technical skills include
students with knowledge of lighting,
sound, or general backstage skills must
be formed . Persons from all three
classes a re encouraged to volunteer to
serve on the committee. If interested
please call Mike Rizzo at 663·9427 or
Ba rry Hudgin at 764-8930.
The Revue wi ll be held on Saturday
evening April 21st. Those of you with
real talent - singing, dancing, acting,
etc., start practicing and watch for
audition notices.

--Notices- - - - - F IRST
t\1'1>
SEC'O:\U
YEA H
STt:DE1'\TS - The Placement Office
often receives requests from employers
for information on students. Therefore ,
we publish a Placement Directory con·
taining names, addresses, undergraduate schools and majors of
students. Thts director y will be
published in June, and will contain information on next year's 2nd and 3rd
year students. In order to be included,
please fill out the form available in
front or Room 100 or in the Placement
Office.
BECA SE OF A short.age of funds, The
Codicil and senior portraits have been
cancelled. Money will be r efunded as
soon as possible.

SE:\ IOR DAY IS Saturday. l\lay 12,
1984. This day is intended to honor all
those students expecting to receive a
law degree in May, August. or December 1984.
The ceremony will take place in Hill
Auditorium at I :30 p.m. but seniors will
assemble in Auditorium 3 of the Modern
Languages Building no later than I : 10.

when you place your order - and
remember, University Commencement
deadline is 1\Ial'ch 24. CAP/ GOWN ORDERI~G
F ORMS
A 'D
REGISTRATION
FORMS
ARE
AVAILABLE IN 313 HUTCHINS HALL.

The deadline for ordering caps/ gowns
for Senior Day is April 14. 1984. If you
plan to attend the Unjversity Commencement on April 28 as well as the Senior
Day ceremony on May 12, notify the
Cella r when you place your cap/ gown
order . If you plan to attend both, you
need order only once, and , thus, to pay
only once. But you must let them know

Announcements of Senior Day are
available to you free of cost when you
register .

Please note that it is necessary fo r
you to fill our the registration form
even if you do not plan ro auend the
ceremony.

WHEN TilE PRESSURE is on and
every second counts, you need help in
the crunch. Emanuel's and nu tshells
can save you now, but what will you use
in the real world- A computer?

J im Eidelman, a local attorney and
computer consultant, will speak informally at lunch on Tuesday, March 27, at
noon in the faculty dining room. He wi ll
discuss how computers help him in his
own practice, and the types of systems
he recommends to firms, both la rge
and small. Come find out m ore.
CONGRAT ULATI ONS to Rosemary
Vicary and Mike Rizzo - they' re
engaged !
F IRST. SECOND AND TIIIHD YEAR
STUDENTS - If you have a job or if
you are still looking, please let the
Placement Office know. Forms are
available in front of Room 100 or in the
Placement Offi ce.

Feature
The Story of the I
Easy Writer .,.",......,..
I need a roommate this summer SfJ
that I can fulrill a life-long fantasy.
Sounds kinky, huh? Belter yet: I need
to live with someone in San Francisco
so that! can say I 've run the GA:\1UT !
Outrageous? No. It's not what you
think. You probably wouldn't under
stand if I said that a guy named Freddie
is at the center of all this.
Actually, this all makes perfect sense. l merely couch these things in
provocative terms to pique the collective curiosity See Audacious Journalismm a Nutshell, West c 1984 >. See
also Jesse Jackson, /loll' to Win
Friends and Influ ence Jews, Rainbow Press 11984> But c:f R. A. Cunningham . Exc11 ill/!. Ea.\emell! Conferences That I Ha ve Hosted, Pizzazz Books c1923 >.
I guess this all goes back to the fall of
1981 when I began applying to Jaw
schools and car washes for a 1982
position <most car washes rejected me
as underquahf1ed. suggesting a
graduate degree m English instead>.
When I showed m) pre-law advisor my
most recent transcript. he recommended a long bicyl'l<' trip to Nicaragua
When I got m) LSAT results. he bought
me a Spamsh d1ct1onary
Two and a half years later. I reali1.e
why Dean W1lson was pushing South
Amenca :\lost of vou do. too. (If vou
don't you may as- well stop reading
because it's beyond you
Or vicc\'ersa
I thmk that the s1gnificance of
South Amenca is merely that 1t IS
there
Put somewhat differently. I
guess the point is that it will not be
there in one year and two months when
my sentence m Ann Arbor IS up. Eur• ope w11l no longer be there. nor w11l
campgrounds 1n Ontano. pickup
basketball in the afternoon. late-night
drunken jam sessions. spring break at
the beach. or sweatshirts and boots.
So there are places that will be there.

but won't really be there. And there are
a lot of things that I will never be: I will
never be a professional basketball
player. or a sleazy blues guitarist. or
even a drug dealer with lots of gold
chains and fur coats. I will certainly
never be a great dancer of gymnast.
and I am afraid that I will not be a
writer.
I often wonder what exactly I wIll be
- that is, what I will do that makes me
so deserving of this prestige and honor
that goes with lawyering. Why on earth
did Warren Zcvon send for "lawyers,
guns, and money" in that order? Beats
the hell out of me.
I guess what I 've always wondered
about is whether there is room for
creativity in the law. I really doubt it. I
mean, what can you do write a memo
in Greek? Have a "Jokes Presented"
section on a brief? I can't imagine
going to court in a leotard and fedora.
How about writing up motions on
lavender paper; after all. isn't justice
supposed to be colorblind? D1d you
ever see a vegetarian firm picnic? Try
high-fiving the opposing attorney when
you settle a case.
I have alway~ wanted to be a Ia\\ yer
but I never realized how unbearably
conventional and narrow-minded this
field is. I don't think I reall~ want to bt•
a painter or a nightclub smger 111 Las
Vegas I think what I really want is to
be able to laugh once or twice w1thout
being disbarred When I am a partner.
I plan to lock my offn.-e door some day
and loosen my tic for len seconds, just
to say I did.
:\laybe I have just seen too many
Chnt Eastwood mones Lately I have
become obsessed with the open road
There is a lot to see in th1s counlr) and
a lot to experience. I couldn't begm to
· count how many tim~ this summer.
returning to Ann Arbor from \\ ork. I
felt like skipping that Slate Street exit

Last week , J. C. Penney Co. and dozens of other
retailers had to pull tens of thousands of ''Where's
the beef? .. T-shirts off the sheh·es because Wendy's
I nternational hadn't given the manufacturer permission to use its trademarked slogan.
"We could have had them seized and destroyed."
said the chain's licensing agent, " But we
decided to be a little k ind. We let the
manufacturer have them back so he can rescreen
them with a picture of John Travolta or
something."
People who are alr eady tired of all the hoopla
over the $19 million ad campaign will now have to endure official " Where's the beef? " T -shirts, bumper
stickers, wastebaskets: a " Wherc's the beef?"
board game; and a Clara Peller talking doll. Guess
what it says.
The Wall St r eet Journal.

Yes, We Have No B ananas
Canaan Banana. president of Zimbabwe, has been
the object of many derogatory remarks about his
name.

'

and burnmg down 1-!14 until I ran out of
gas, or road, or curiosity. I oft<•n think
that the only thing holding me back was
the thought of looking for a Fiat
mechan11: m Sent mt•l Buttt•, '\ort h
Dakota. <l\ly gil'lfncnd has anothl'r
theory.>
Anyway. what Dean Wilson was
trymg to tt•ll me is that th<'re an•n't a lot
of open roads left aftt•l' wt• an• lawyers
The reason 1 n<'cd a roommatt• for tlw
summer is so that I t•an cut t•xpt>nses
and save hunclles ancl hundlt·~ of mone\
and run tlw GA:\ll!T
.. the Gre~t
American l\lotoreycl1sts' Univrrsal
Tour. Imagine it· just m<'. a motor
c~cle 1 preferably .Japanese . and two
thousand m1IC's of oprn road on my wa)
haek to the Great Lak<• State. Maybr
I'll even h1t l':icaragua and SC'nlincl
Butte on th<' way Pt•ter Fonda 's got
notlung on tlus ole boy
Or perhaps it is all a myth Louis
S1mpson wrote that "The Open Hoad
goe>s to the used-car lot .. and \\ hlle he
m(•ant it as a play on \\Ords. he meant 11
as somethmg else too. Perhaps I have
b<>en shamelessly exploited b) Madison

Law in the Raw
Here's the beef

\

Avenue \\ 11ards After all. my chief inspiration lor this trek is a fellow named
l''rNidi<· who, according to the ads for
the 1Iond.1 1\/ighthawk. was asked to test
dn\ e "" d motorcycle and who supposedly hkPd it so much h~ never
hrought it back. At the end or the ad,
I he bik!> roars orr into a beautiful desert
sunset. "1th the 1mage of a graceful
hawk so.trmg contentedly over Arizona
or sonw otht•r God-forsaken place.
Th<· n· 1hly is that only someone like
Wtlllt• ~dson could live that commer<'lill. In 11 ~ scenano, the poor motoreyclr has on•rhcated in a trafric jam on
the Lodg1• Freeway. I have four case
flies undN l'ach arm and I'm dictating
,1 brief"" 1t starts to rain. Even worse,
a van lull of drunk Harley-Davidson
workers has just noticed the Suzuki
namepl<ll<· on my bike ... and I can
on I~ gues>- \\hat the soanng pigeons
have in store form<'.
Still. wP are only as old as we feel.
One da~ . I JUSt ma~ JUSt miss my exit
on the\\,,\ homer rom work l'\'e heard
the Lodg<: Free\\ a)' can go pretty far if
you want 11 lo

t>ditrcl by Michael Woronoff

But not anymore Pres1dent Banana has made 11
a crime pumshible b) up to fivl.' years 111 Jail and a
$1,000 fine for anyone to undcrmme the authority of
the head of state. engender " feelings of hostility"
toward him. of "cause hatred, contempt, or
ridicule " of him.
Americans may respond with a peal of laughter.
but Zimbabwens had better not slip up. or they'll be
in a bunch of trouble
Th r Stud rnt La\\ yrr. 2/84

Pick up, Stick up
When Glenn Fallot m et a woman in a bar who told
him she needed money. he. being a good Samaritan.
offered to drive her to the bank. He sat in his truck
as the woman entered the Bank of Mid-America in
Wichita, Kansas.
When the woman returned to the truck she informed Fallot that she had just robbC>d S500 from th('
bank. Fallot told police, ··so I just pushed twr out of
my truck and told her· to get out of here "
The woman fled on fool
The> 1!11!1 World i\lmaunc .

Stupid Laws of the Week
• In Siena. Ita I). it is illegal for any woman named
.:\1ar) to engage m the prof<'ssion of prostitution.
• In Kansas City. 7\Io .. it is illegal to sell a child a
capgun. but lawful to sell him a shotgun.
The Detroit F r ee Pt·ess

Nothing To Be Proud Of
Earlier this month. the :\lississippi legislature
ratified the incteenth Amendment to the Constitution. granting women the right to vote. Apparently the State of Delaware has yet to do so.
Mississippi State Senator Rosenblatt stated, " We're
very proud that we are the forty-ninth in this and not
fifti eth . This is one of those rare occassions where
we'r<' not going to be at the bottom of the ladder in
som<>thing and I think W<' took a lot of pride yester day in being able to say that we were going to be one
step ahead of another stale."
Congratulations Mississippi'
ationa l Public Radio. Man:h, 1984

